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I am an 81 year old retiree. I had a very broad career as a municipal Treasurer/Finance
Director, City Manager of three sizeable cities, a financial systems consultant and
municipal bond underwriter for more than 300 local governments of all types, and a
retired Full Professor of Public Finance in the Graduate School of Public Administration
of the University of Southern California. I wholly support the new Proposal.
However, there are caveats, following. As a financially progressive City Manager, in
1971 I developed what turned out to be the first fully integrated and computerized
municipal financial system. We had devised the local equivalent of a corporate “cost of
services” budget, matched to appropriate revenue sources. In the budget document – a
rather thick tome with each “service center” having its own revenue and cost page – we
added five columns. Those contained five year projections, quite similar to those now
being suggested by GASB for universal municipal use.
The third year of this “new System” proved fatal. Nixon era economic “facts” required
double digit projections. Those were determined by the City Council as “unbelievable”.
Unfortunately for all, the projections proved to be conservatively low. Then the City
Council declared the “System” as “politically unrealistic and untenable”. They fired me,
the originator, disassembled the superior organization built around the entrepreneurial
“service center” concept, abandoned the IBM 360/20 equipment for Sperry-Rand “round
hole” gear, and thus extinguished all software components, and “moved on”. The
Mayor declared himself as City Manager as he, with unanimous backing of the other
four Councilmembers, declared “there is too much public information, confusing the
public”. And in private “limiting our political flexibility”.
Good luck in your long overdue quest for more reliable mid-term disclosure. However,
may the Good Lord be with those who implement it. Perhaps today’s elected officials
will adapt to, “like”, “learn to love”, or simply ignore the “requirement”. We “pure”
financial types who strived for full public disclosure of municipal finances are few and far
between. But maybe that has changed in the 16 years since I retired. Let’s us hope so.
Not incidentally, I have just finished writing a book titled CONSUMER GOVERNMENT
VIA THE ART OF FULL DISCLOSURE providing a detailed explanation of how my thendeveloped and installed “System” could aid in the much-needed “salvation” of local
government finances. The Book is a “how to” guide for implementing a corporate “line
of business” or “profit center” business budgeting and accounting system into local –
and maybe even state – governments.
Also, not incidentally, the late Barbara Henderson, an early GASB Board Member, was
a USC MPA two course -- “Public Finance” and “Public Budgeting” -- student of mine.
She also became a professional friend.
Dr. Douglas W. Ayres
10 Thunder Road
Sedona, AZ 86351-9205
928/284-9306
928/202-0222
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TESTIMONY TO THE GOVERNMENTAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS BOARD
IN LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA ON THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 29, 2012
by Douglas W. Ayres
I am Douglas W. Ayres, a retired-City Manager of four cities, a retired Professor of Public
Finance; and a retired government financial systems consultant with north of 500 engagements.
Although 82, I try to keep somewhat abreast of government finance by continuing to agitate for
sound finances by means of full disclosure.
Appreciation. Thank you for continuing to chase the ephemeral goal of full government finance
disclosure. And inviting me to testify. I was privileged to work with late GASB Board Member
Barbara Henderson securing Statement 34. She was my student, friend, and professional
associate. Ms. Taylor represents ICMA, of which I have been a Member for 62 years.
And thanks for pushing into long-neglected government financial planning. After 62 years as an
outspoken agitator for real and reliable professional financial projections, you offer hope.
Bona Fides, to assure you. I entered government in 1950 in Salem, Virginia. After a Syracuse
MPA becoming Salem’s Town Clerk and Assistant Manager. Then eight years with the
University of Chicago’s National Governmental Center PAS doing government repair work
around the world. My “better” assignments were as sole aide to a financial systems genius as
the two of us designed and implemented the totality of the State of Alaska’s financial systems.
There Elliott Falk taught me much between his four year tenure as Kentucky Finance Director
and eight years as the same for Pennsylvania. Another mentor was Jim Keys, the thenimmediate-past president of AICPA. Again, the two of us, for the Kansas City Chamber of
Commerce, analyzed that City’s finances and set up a rudimentary revenue-cost-for service
match-up system. It secured Chamber support for major City revenue increases.
A 1959 adventure was re-capitalizing Venezuela’s 35 government corporations for the UN, after
a dictator was deposed. More “good stuff” continued in 12 states and scores of local
governments. Tiring of travel, then to City Manager of Melbourne, Florida – Cape Canaveral -- as
Melbourne grew from 9,500 to 50,000 in three years; Finance Director, then City Manager of
Salem, Oregon, there winning MFOA’s “Louisville Medal”. On to CAO of Inglewood, California
facilitating it becoming LAX-centric. A later handout punctuates that experience. Then 15 years
as Professor of Public Finance in the USC School of Public Administration enabled
simultaneously forming and growing several consulting companies. Our troop of superior
analysts and CPAs conducted several hundred local government “bail outs”, “saves”, “forensic
excursions”, and revenue raising “outings” as we developed our “Municipal Business System”,
and pioneered Development Impact Fees. The staff to which I sold at retirement still is “saving
local governments.”
Projections. Now, to the long-sought goal of RELIABLE FINANCIAL PROJECTIONS. Today
elected officials continue to commit two sins by my lights:
1. Inadequately providing proper staff to develop and project adequate revenue sources to
meet projected expense needs, due to the insulting “those employees don’t provide
any real service for the public”.
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2. Promising all sorts of betterments without heeding projections for neither expenses nor
revenues. To have real data is “politically limiting”.
Politicians don’t necessarily have “long term” vision for protecting the public’s money. You, as a
prestigious and powerful entity, have a golden opportunity to make major and vital contributions
to “good government” and “cure” that lack.
Economic Condition Reporting: Financial Projections as a requirement can be salvation for
good and necessary government operations. I fully support and greatly admire the exhaustive
Board and staff work leading to what you are today considering.
Comments. Now some constructive comments and opinions. Perhaps 62 years of digging in
500 widely varied government finance “troubled trenches” qualifies me to comment.
First, basing financial projections on “current policy” in the now-prevalent economic and political
anti-government atmosphere to some will be impertinent. Appropriate adjustments to secure
and assure reality must be made. Projections must be principles-based.
Second, a two-year phase in, with no dollar limits, will assure compliance – or hopefully, doom
those who are not inclined to enter reality.
Third, “current service commitments” for fiscal sustainability must be explored and carefully and
fully defined. Otherwise, reality can and will be evaded.
Fourth, The “five components of necessary information” are superb, and highly supportable.
Fifth, the “six qualitative characteristics of financial information” in Concepts Statement 1 is
another outstanding piece of work to be incorporated into any final Statement.
Sixth, financial condition and fiscal sustainability reporting, and five year projections should be
required as part of the CAFR. For ALL governmental jurisdictions, without regard for size.
Seventh, Item 6 of “Accounting and Financial Reporting Issues”, “statement of net assets”
MUST be based on replacement cost, NOT irrelevant “historical original cost”.
I urge the Board to proceed apace to secure these new public assurances about the finances of
government entities.
But Last, I have some long-time grave concerns about public finance in its totality.
Impediments to Be Resolved. To me, based on “trench time” and 4,000+ open official public
meetings with elected bodies, the following public finance dangers that need to be coped with
are offered. I am of the opinion that financially accurate and meaningful public financial
disclosure will never be secured unless the ten following enumerated “Impediments” are
addressed, resolved, and implemented. Be heroic.
First, the two sins set out earlier. Inadequate numbers of qualified personnel will “cave” to
political pressures or, worse, allow all to remain in inaccurate ignorance.
Second, GENERAL FUNDS must be disassembled. They serve as the all-consuming magical
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cornucopia of public desire. It is an unnecessary battleground. The “Municipal Business System”
has quite successfully converted it into a “Central Overhead Fund”.
Third, with the United States suffering decennial spasms of economic destruction and data
decay, and rollercoaster rides of inflation, are ANY financial projections really practical? How
can those “events” be predicted? The “financial services ‘industry’” isn’t finished with society.
Fourth, current property tax billing systems should be abandoned. Property owners receive a
frighteningly huge multi-jurisdictional bill annually and then are allowed payment in two
installments. That is downright un-American. In this nation we spread our expenses in monthly
increments. This 18th century procedure is outmoded. Each jurisdiction should be provided its
applicable valuations and then held responsible for setting its tax rate. And billing and collecting
monthly for specific listed and fully costed public services. Thus political responsibility can follow
fiscal irresponsibility. As a City Manager I got tired of taking unwarranted flak for a pile of school,
county, and special district taxes.
Fifth, the archaic warrant should be retired. These are an invitation for all sorts of fiscal game
playing. On one of our “saves” from a “non-going concern opinion” we discovered a tub in the
vault with $1 million of City Council-approved warrants being held for up to a year due to lack of
cash to redeem them. And the City Council was wholly unaware of why vendors were griping.
Sixth, abolition of the elected Treasurer, Controller, or whatever title. That tradition is built on
“the official with the money reviewing the paperwork provided by the official who records
obligations”. In pre-Revolutionary America both officials were small town locally well-known and
thereby “honest” people. That archaic hope was swept away by the financial documents tsunami
and, finally, death by computer. That approach to honesty-in-government was put in place two
centuries before development of “double entry bookkeeping.”
The State of Illinois suffered twice from check diversion to the elected person. One Illinois
defalcation happened just as our Alaska financial systems were being presented to the
Legislative Audit Committee. We easily explained our system would require a highly improbable
conspiracy between at least four individuals.
Mr. Sundstrom surely enjoyed extricating Orange County from yet-again-just-re-elected
Treasurer Bob Citron’s $20.6 BILLION 1994 fiasco. Election does not assure technical
competence.
Seventh, voted financial restrictions. There is a far better and more civilized manner for solving
“taxpayer revolts”. The best, and probably the only solution, is far better publicized and
marketed information about the array of enumerated services provided by governments.
Such broadcast enumeration hopefully would at least spread out hatred for state, county, and
other jurisdiction decisions. Require each jurisdiction to inventory, fully cost, and match to a
specific revenue source, every one of its enumerated services or projects. There is no better
solution than massive, required, honest, full financial disclosure.

Eighth, amendment of GASB Statement 34 to require asset valuations to be replacement
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expense, not historical cost. This change would provide the necessary information for the public
to realize their public infrastructure is in big trouble.
Ninth, convince Schools of Business and Public Administration that they must have courses on
“HOW” to transition from theory to practice. I found the ignorance of graduate students about
practical implementation to be appalling. And many of them were in-service public officials.
Classes should be required on “here is the theory and here is the way to design and implement
that theory.” I used the “original” GAAFR as a textbook. Ignorance vanished.
Tenth, marketing governmental services, especially at the local level, is necessary to compete
with the massive media material sopping up both of basic and discretionary incomes.
Handouts explained. Now, hopefully not an unseemly explanation of the two handouts.
First Handout, the packet of essential summaries from my last Salem, Oregon City Budget,
followed by nine consecutive years of Inglewood Budget extracts. All had the appropriate
summaries and at least 600 pages of public detail. The significance for this Board is twofold. (1)
The evolution of typed financial documents to a comprehensive fully computerized financial
system, using an IBM 360/20, the star of that era. This was in 1970, 42 years ago. That Budget
and its underlying “System” had four year projections for EVERY item. The first year we used
the then-CPI of 4.2%. By 1975-76 the Budget had become “The System”. It showed taxpayers
exactly what they were getting for their money, in great detail. (2) Use of the Nixon-Ford era
11.8% to 10.2% inflation numbers as projections were too much for the City Council. So they
called me into closed session, said they had had enough “modernization”; that the projections
were “scaring voters”; and “all that public information” “is limiting political flexibility”. With that
said, I was fired. Why haven’t more public officials “modernized” their budgeting & accounting?
The Mayor succeeded me as City Manager. The very capable Assistant was ordered to get
bids for IBM replacement equipment. He did. Sperry-Rand won, so the “modern” full disclosure
and financial projection programs were lost, and the City receded into “political flexibility”.
We all hope Nixon-Ford numbers never come again once projections are required. The firing
worked out wonderfully. I became a Professor and a problem-solver for hundreds of public
officials. However, the “political flexibility” of data and public disclosure denial is a latent danger.
The next handout solves that.
The Kansas City exercise taught me “business-line” “profit-center” costing. Chart of accounts
development knowledge was acquired in Alaska. Subsequent consulting projects and duty as a
City Treasurer/Finance Director and City Manager taught me how to provide solid financial
information. Soon becoming sick and tired of constantly hearing “Run it like a business”, I set
out to do just that.
Building on the costing and revenue match-up and accounting revisions worked into
Salem, Oregon and nearly perfected for Inglewood, the revolutionary “Municipal Business

System” was developed. California’s Propositions 13 and 4 had forced local governments into a
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matched-to-full expense approach identifying costs and providing policy choices by which
revenues could be raised. That quickly provided hundreds of millions of dollars for nearly 300
local government entities. And still does due to software and annual updates. Both elected and
appointed officials benefit from the System and the policy choices produced. They now can “run
it like a business”, backed by extensive supporting “profit and loss” data.
Second Handout – CONSUMER GOVERNMENT via THE ART of FULL DISCLOSURE. This Book
contains a detailed description of the “Municipal Business System”. Two well-known clients are
highlighted – Pasadena and Beverly Hills. And an unfortunate City we aided to evade
bankruptcy. Compiling the book from vast amounts of stuff I previously had written consumed
my 2011. The Book arrived from the Publisher yesterday. I believe this “SYSTEM” can be the
universal provider of justification, explanation, integrity, and marketability for local and state
government services and capital projects throughout the United States.
The process is simple. First, inventory every service provided by the jurisdiction. Second,
divide these into “Personal Choice Benefit” fee and charge-financed services; and “CommunityWide Benefit” tax-supported activities. Pasadena had 235 Personal Choice services. Beverly
Hills 245. Pasadena supported 35 distinctly identified exclusively tax supported services. And
Beverly Hills 48. When matched to full costing data both cities were found to be diverting huge
amounts of tax monies to a limited few, to subsidize their Personal Choice Benefits-- unwittingly.
Both quickly implemented numerous curative policy decisions.
The next step is costing each “service”. The extensive listing of “costs reasonably borne” and
“tax”, “license, fee or charge” definitions provided by a 63 page “Drafter’s Intent” 1 booklet for the
1979 California citizen Initiative Proposition 4 is clear – limit tax subsidies by adhering to a
detailed process. The result, coupled with the “Municipal Business System”, might well be the
prototype for avoiding citizen tax revolts and providing detailed “consumer-like” information for
tax and ratepayers -- nationally. But it is vital that the “System” be applied by broadly
knowledgeable municipal analysts and CPAs.
Last, the summaries and considerable back-up details provide major policy balancing
opportunities for legislators. The problem faced is that massive amounts of taxes are
exposed as being diverted away from general public benefit services, to the benefit of
those receiving Personal Choice Services. Thus community-wide general benefits of police,
fire, EMS, parks, recreation, library, street maintenance, and agreed-to social service activities
are inappropriately diminished. The governing body now has the information on which to choose
if, when, how, and what quantity of each service to be provided, and who pays for each. Bluntly,

1

Summary of Proposed Implementing Legislation and Drafter’s Intent with regard to Article XIIIB of the California
Constitution; Spirit of 13, Inc. c/o California Chamber of Commerce, California Taxpayers’ Association, California
Association of Realtors, and National Tax Limitation Committee

THE QUESTION is: Should those who secure Personal Choice Services be provided major
subsidies by diverting taxes from services for the Community At Large?
Billions, if not trillions of tax dollars thus are being unknowingly, or maliciously, utilized to
inappropriately subsidize a few benefitted individuals, organizations, and businesses.
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Further, supplied information aids materially to develop service measurement standards, assure
and certify that all accounting and reporting complies with all GASB statements, and all State
compilation and reporting requirements. The end results also aid greatly in developing and
preparing the Annual Budget and CAFR, based on GASB statements and standards.
This process identifies and answers the question: Where do my taxes go? The “System”
requires top-to-bottom examination of ALL functions and activities as to beneficiaries’ need for
the service, financing sources, sustainability, effectiveness, and efficiency. Further, the data is
conducive to monthly billing.
Conclusion. Thanks to the Board for allowing me to dump on you. Hopefully I was not too
boring and verbose, or overly enthusiastic. I am not an accountant. But I am a devoted believer
that government can and must be run better than private businesses are alleged to operate.
Government can be superior.
If there are questions I will attempt to answer.
END

Douglas W. Ayres

10 Thunder Road, Sedona, AZ 86351-9205

Land: 928/284-9306
Cell: 928/202-0222

